Search for existing program:

1. Navigate to https://nextcatalog.uni.edu/programadmin
2. Enter your CATID and password
3. Choose OK
4. To search for existing program – using * as a wildcard in the field next the green Search button can aid in searching.
   For example:
   ACCT* will return ACCT-BA, ACCT-MACC, and ACCTNOTE-NOTE.
   *BA will return all majors which are existing B.A. degrees
   *MA will return all majors which are existing M.A. degrees
   *LAC will return Liberal Arts core categories
   * will return all programs
5. When you have entered in blank field, choose “Search”.
6. By clicking on the headings “Program Code”, “Title”, “Workflow”, and “Status”, programs can also be sorted by those headings.

Example ACCT* search:

Example *BA search:
Example *MA search:

Example *LAC search:
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